Dear all Bacoa Stakeholders including most importantly, our Donor Community,

As we near the end of 2021, I would like to update you on how incredibly proud I am of the entire Bacoa family including our clients, staff members and board of directors during the past 20+ months of unanticipated challenges which weighed especially heavy on our seniors. It ultimately had both negative and positive impacts on the world around us and in our neighborhoods in a way that we had never experienced or could have predicted. I said on several occasions “There is no playbook for a global pandemic”! We all just tried our best to navigate the situation each day and deal with the changing landscape with the sole goal of keeping as many people as safe as possible.

At Bacoa, programming was paused momentarily at the onset of the pandemic, but our committed staff members quickly rerouted to the wonderful world of staying connected and keeping each other engaged and informed through virtual technology. Instead of decreasing attendance, we saw increases in many of our programs. New social activities were identified, and our community members and volunteers stepped up to meet the needs of our seniors and clients. From historical lessons provided by the esteemed Cary Waxler of Barrington High School to the return of our A Day Out program for individuals with cognitive issues, the launch of the Dementia Friendly Barrington initiative and finally, the fun surrounding Bingo and a Beverage.... the hottest virtual ticket in town on Wednesday night!! The emotional and social programming of Bacoa has never been stronger and the outreach has never been better.

We also pulled off the 4th Annual Dancing with the Barrington Stars in an ALL-virtual format last February. What at first appeared to be a daunting, if not impossible, task became the largest fundraising event in the history of Bacoa. Our staff and volunteers were creative and dealt with game-changing circumstances thrown at them day after day. This annual event is now a hometown favorite for many in our community and beyond. Plans for DWTBS 2022 are well under way with yet another new format to enjoy.

At the board level, we continue to determine what the future space needs of our programs will be and whether additional space is needed. We are hoping to have more to report on this topic in the coming year. Without a senior center in our community, we have historically accepted the generosity of space provisions from our community in the form of the park district, our Christian community and other public places around town. This has served us well but the growth of our programs and the clients we serve has guided us to review the future feasibility of this approach.

We continue to keep Grants, Donations and Fund Raising at the forefront of our fiduciary responsibilities. Despite the success of our DWTBS event, it is important that we find other avenues to continue to fund our ever-growing activities and to that end, we have a creative team working on identifying opportunities that allow us to continue to spread the good work of Bacoa and recruit both Donors and Volunteers to meet the needs of our ever growing population of aging adult
Letter from the Executive Director

What a year! There is a saying that says, “You never know what you are capable of doing until you are called upon to do it.” This truly exemplifies Bacoa’s spirit over the past 18 months.

In March of 2020 the world was hit with a powerful pandemic that brought all of us to a halt. Bacoa staff and board was challenged with honoring our mission to improve the quality of life for older adults and their families. How to do it when we couldn’t meet in person? Isolation, lack of socialization, and depression are major issues older Americans face and we needed to find ways to keep seniors engaged, excited, and positive. We ramped up our well-being phone calls and developed a Sunshine Card project delivering cards to those in the community who needed it most – those living in assisted living and memory care facilities, and first responders.

While the majority of our programs transitioned to a Zoom format, we continued to deliver Meals with Wheels to those unable to prepare their own food; began grocery shopping for those afraid to go out, and offered shelf-stable food for those worried about not having enough to eat.

By the way, thanks to virtual learning we were able to add more than 400 programs to our calendar of activities in the past fiscal year. And the mere fact that we continued to answer our phones during COVID meant that Bacoa saw a 21% increase in the number of people we were able to help with benefits access like Medicare Part D, Senior Health Insurance Program, energy assistance, tax preparation, support groups, vaccines and other support.

With the ease in COVID restrictions, Bacoa once again welcomed participants to in-person programs in the fall of 2020. And because our virtual programs were such a hit, we have continued to offer them to an eager public.

All of what was accomplished this past year was due to the amazing community support we received from donors. I thank you for supporting Bacoa and for your commitment to helping older adults with life’s challenges.
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Bacoa Board of Directors
Fiscal Year 2020–2021

Dr. James Baird, President
Amy Graves, Vice President
Joe Lucas, Secretary
Richard Resseguie, Treasurer
Meg Peirce, Past President
Chris Breneman, Member
Tracey Colagrossi, Member
John L. Gigerich, Member
Sue Grossinger, Member
Bob Koch, Member
Peer Lykke, Member
Ross Morizzo, Member
David Powers, Member
Mary Ann Roeser, Member

Financials Fiscal Year 2020 – 2021
Fiscal Year end 3.31.2021

Net Operating Revenues
Gross Revenues $619,076
Operating Expenses
$600,038

- Fundraising
- Management & General
- Programs

Cash & Investments
- Cash
- Investments
- Endowment, Restricted Investments
Fiscal Donors 2020-2021

$50,000 and above
Richard A. Perritt Charitable Foundation

$25,000 - $49,999
Kimberly Duchossois
Foglia Family Foundation

$10,000 - $24,999
Barrington Area United Way
Barrington Township
Grace Bersted Foundation
Dehnco Equipment and Supplies, Inc.
Susie & Jeff Dehnert
Andrew and Alice Fischer Charitable Trust
Amy Graves*
Mary Ann McNamara
Rice Family Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999
Advocate Health Care
James A. Baird, DPM, PC
Barrington Junior Women's Club
Young Chung
John Gigerich
Hope Ministries
Yvette Klobuchar
Right at Home
Mary Ann Roeser*
RRF Foundation for Aging

$2,500 - $4,999
AgeGuide
Annette & Dr. James Baird*
Barrington Area Community Foundation
Barrington Bank & Trust, N.A.
Mary Kay & Tom Bolger
George M Eisenberg Foundation for Charities
The Garlands of Barrington
Daniel Kuesis
Henry A Logue Trust
Susan Norton & William Howarth
Joyce Palmquist & Doug Saylor*
Meg & George Peirce*
Robert Schmidt
Linda & David Sheppard

$1,000 - $2,499
Ruth & Joseph Abbate
Evelyn & Tom Ackermann
Barrington High School
Dee Beaubien
Mara & Matthew Bregenzer
Anna Brown
Terri & Christopher Channer*
Raja & Pooja Chatterji
Church World Service, Inc.
Community and Economic Development Association
Community Church of Barrington
Dorothy Connolly
Walter Dalitsch, Jr., MD
Dowell Group, LLP
Sandra Doyle
Kathleen & Lee Duncan
James Fitzgerald
Judy & Peter Gibbons
Carl Graf, MD
Susan Grossinger & John Broderson*
Hand Up Foundation
Robert Hoyler
Amy & Dr. James Kane
Robert Koch
$1,000 - $2,499 (cont’d)
Lisa Lewis
Angela & Dr. Reinhold Llerena
Joseph Lucas*
Janine McNamara-O’Leary
Rosemarie & Tom Mitchell*
George Nassif
Northern Trust Employee Matching Gifts
Paul Galvin Memorial Foundation Trust
Roxy & Richard Pepper
Kristi & Richard Resseguie*
Ann Rosenbaum
Bill Schey
St. Michael’s Episcopal Church
Deanna Stern
Aimee Tanking
Maggie Tepas
Jeannie & Tom Tisbo
Diane & Ron Tyrpin*
Allison & Joseph Villinski
Mary Williams
George Yapp
Pam & Hugh Zwieg

$500 - $999
Barrington United Methodist Church
Bataille Academie of the Danse
Linda & James Baumgartner
Kyle Beaird
Shefali Bhuva
Donald Bouseman
Jan & Tom Broadfoot
Diana & William Buecking
Gail & Joe Collier
John Conatser
Ann Costello
Kathleen Crissie
Karen & Doug Darch
Lalit Detroja
Diane Dickerson
Geetha Fisher
Nita Gangwal
Michele & John Gillett
Jayne & John Griese
Patricia & Alexander Grisco

$500 - $999 (cont’d)
Michael Hamlin
Carol & Patrick Hannagan
Benedict Harris
Homewatch CareGivers
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
Scott Imhoff
Julie Joyce
Mary Kane & Vern Kerchberger
Tom Klein
Karen Lambert
Carol & Kurt Laning
Peer Lykke*
Jonathan Maks
Daphne Matthews
Dennis McNamara
Renee & Ted Moeller
Lucy & Ross Morizzo*
Deirdre Nardi
John Nordengren
Thomas Olexa
Ishvari Panarker
Claudia Salgado
Judy & Brad Stetson
The Baumgartner Family Charitable Fund
The Corwith Fund
Diane Wamberg
Mark Whitlock
Wickstrom Auto Group
Stella & Nick Willmott
Yeshwant Family Fund

$250 - $499
Mary Beth Abascal*
Donna Alexander*
Susan Allen
Lea & Dr. Joseph Baldassano
Barrington Lions Club
Carolina Barth
Robert Beaubien
Dorothy Beda
Mary Beth & Bob Benedict
Karen Bergren
$250 - $499 (cont’d)
Banita Bhalla
Jamie & Christopher Breneman
Melissa & David Buckley
Kim Burns
Toni Callahan
Jeanne Cannon
Kelly Carden
Karen Casey
CDW Computer Centers, Inc.
Jim Cerkleski
Sharon Cohn
Tracey Colagrossi
Mark Collins
Thelma Condon
Sue Coriden
David Crosson
Jamie Curry
Priya Damaraju
Jane & Gene Dawson
Cindy DeTrempe
Debra Dickson
Robin Duggan
Norsewoods Fans
Kendra Fiorito
Marsha Ford
David Gagnon
Fran Geary
Ted Geller
John George
Linda Gibbons
Claire & Robert Hamilton
Susan & Graham Hoggins
Jayanti Ingle
JoAnne & Wayne Jacobsen
Jensen Jacobsen & Associates, Inc
Diana Johnston
Rashmi Kapur, MD
Leah Kazaglis
Tina & Deepak Khurana
Mary & Mark Kolar
Kupsky Family Gift Fund
Lake Barrington Woods
Chris Leach
Kim Lee
Melinda & David Lomas
Jennifer Lucas
Amanda Manczak
Deborah Marron
Tiffany Marshall
Dalen Mathys
Irene McNamara
Sue McNamara
Cindy McShane
Suzanne Mogler
Cathleen Morgan
Morizzo Funeral Home
Beth & Paul Nielsen
Nikki Nolan
Mimi Noyes
Brian O’Connor
Sam & Bob Oliver
Puneet Opal
Tim Ostergaard
Janice & Stan Pajerski
Catherine Park
Robert Passehl, MD
Sonal Patari
Lisa Pollman
Sam Powell
Raghu Puri
Jayanthi Reddy
Kay & Jack Rennels
Judith & Donald Rooney
Amelia Roper
Ruben Rosado
Bernadine Rosenthal
Belle Rossman
Douglas Rzepka
Peter Schenck
Robert Seehausen
Mamta Milan Shah
Hemail Shah
Svitlana Sheppard
Meghan Simmons
Linda Sorensen
Elizabeth Stamos
Richard Stefan
Colleen Stevanovich
Synergy Home Care
$250 - $499 (cont’d)
Rosemary Tiernan
Judy & Jeff Tolle
Stacey Tomczak
Rebecca & Henry Tonigan
Janice Troeger
Donna & Dan Walstra
Matt Warman
Mary Weinberg
Jennifer Wondrasek
Kelly Yager
Mohua Yajnik

$100 - $249 (cont’d)
Anjali Bhatt
Andrew Biek
Linda Biek
Bette & Stuart Bilton
Susie Bishop
Deanne Born
Kristen Bouchard
Jane & Fred Boyd
Roseann Brady
Brian Burrows
Kathey Bushnick
John Butera
Michele Butera
Susan & Paul Butera
Tom Butler
Renee Buxton
Valerie & George Callas
Suzanne Carmer
Samantha Caruso
Tuni Chatterji
Vish Chatterji
Rishi Chatterji
Mary Chemelewski
Heather Ciaglia
Karen Cirrincione
Mary & Ronald Civinelli
Kristen Clark
Deirdre Colombo-Butz
John Connors
John Considine
Selinda & John Coon
Ellen & John Corey
Frank Cotter
Cindy & Troy Cowdrey
Peggy Crawford
Josie Croll
Joann Daddono
Helen & Thomas Daly
Jill Daniels
Laura Dantuma
Tom & Dori Daskalakis
Wende Dau
Kelly Daugherty
Jolie Davis

$100 - $249
Mitali Adlakha
Anu Aggarwal
Maureen Ahern
Shona Ahuja
Eliza Aliotta
Michael Anderson
Connie Antoniou
Arboria of Long Grove
Molly Archibald
Seema Arora
Rajni Asija
Kathryn Avedon
Clare Avedon
Alyssa Avedon
Rachel Baer
Sashma Bahnot
Nancy Baird
Joanne Balogh
Jodie Barbera
Earl Barnes
Suman Behal
Saloni Behl
Samir Behl
Jonette Belicena
Annemarie Benjamin
Scott Berdelle
Jessica Bertoglio
Christine & Mark Betz
William Bey
Ruchi Bezoles
$100 - $249 (cont'd)
Linda Dawson
Linda Deering Dean
Diane Degrenier
Katie & David Deroche
Rupal Desai
Siddharth Dhawan
Ritu Dhingra
Chirag Dholakia
Rocco DiFranco
Amy Doehring
Pete & Stephanie Douglas
Greg Dowell
Cinder & Ed Dowling
Angelique & Joe Doyle
Jayne Drew
Randy Duncan
Marcus Duncan
Michael Dunleavy
Jude Duval
Joe Dyer
Lori Ellerman
Courtney Engelson
Annette English
Ozlen Er
Chris & Alan Evans
Asha Eyunni
Wendy Farley
Kristine Farra
Janice Fijal
Jo Fischer
Ronda Fish
Cynthia Fitzharris
Cheryl & Jim Flaherty
Debra Flanagan
Kathleen Fox
Louise Fox
Cary Frank
Bruce Frankenberg
Sheryl & Blair Frankenberg
Julie Franz
Karl Fruecht
Jim Gaffney
Ken Garcia
Amy Gaylor
Meg George
Ana Gephart
Stuart Gibbons
Trevor Gibbons
Carol Gibson
Timothy Giroux
Sarah Giunchedi
Allen Gonquin
Kelly Gray
Ted Grennan
James Griffin
Anne Groh Beckman
Neha & Rathin Grover
Usha Gugnani
Mary Jo & David Gumowski
Craig Gunby
John Haniotes
Chris Hanrahan
Roy Hansen
Kelly Haradon
Mark Hartley
Sarah Hayley
Robert Henehan
Paula Herrmann
Jeannie & Dick Hicks
Lauren Hills
Barbara Hills
Raju Hingorani
Jane Hoffman
Cheryl Hofmann
Steve Hofmann
Daniel Hogan
Kimberly Holland
James Hollensteiner
Jack Holsworth
Jennifer Hopwood
John Howe
Marilea Hull
David Hurter
Holly Husby
P. Denise & Mark Israel
Connit Jacobs
Patty Jacobsen
Vandana Jaglan
Mili Jain
$100 - $249 (cont’d)
Laura Jakubowski
Carla Janess
Brian Jason
Christine Jodoin
Marilyn Johnson
Craig Johnson
Mark Johnson
Mary Ellen Johnston
Divyang Joshi
Susan & Ryan Julian
Paul Kalmes
Hemalatha Kamaraj*
Douglas Kaminski
M. Elizabeth Kane
Stephanie Kangas
Jackie Kapcheck
Nikita Katial
Lauren Katz Pham
Francis Kelch
Yvonne Kelly
Jason Keppler
Julie Kerr
Lata Khanna
Kendra Khoshabe
Arthur Kinney
Sharla Kinsey
Lauren Klauer
Leigh Ann Klaus
Barbara Knott
Mike Kocmond
Colleen Konicek
Nancy Kontney
Sam Kramer
Alma Krezminski
Rachel Kulsakdinun
Eleni Lageschulte
Debra Larsen
Helen Larsen
Cheryl Laurence
Teala LeBlanc
Bob Lee
Jane Lee
William Lee
Jill Lewis
Julia Lissner
Katherine Logue
Jason Lohmeyer
Lou Longo
John Lopez
Michelle Lovelace
Carol & Richard Lovett
Kathryn & Edwin Ludtke
Maureen Mack
Judy Macri
Michelle Maison
Anita Manogura
Cary Marchese
Sandy Matarieh
Mary & Dr. Lloyd McCarthy
Brian McConville
Nancy & Bob McGowan
Tom McGrath
Nancy McInroy
Maureen McIntyre
John McLaughlin
Ashok Mehta
PritiaMehta
Meenakshi Mehta
Michelle Meier
Robert Miseyka
Michael Mitchell
Liz Mitchell
Kate & Patrick Mitten
Frank Morgan
Susan Morris & Don Wolford
Kristi Moynihan
Colleen Mueller
Kourtney Mulcahy
Cindy Mulligan
Dan Murphy
Judith Musschoot
Neeru Nagpal
William Nagy
Ravin Narain
Angela Nazha
Paul Nearing
David Nelson
Nancy Nemec
Jan Nestrud
$100 - $249 (cont’d)
Michele Neumann
Wendy Nicholson
Dawn Nixon
Jeanne Novas Busano
Colleen Noyes
Natasha Nye
Greg Obrochta
Nicolette O'Connor
Susan Olafson
Liza Oliveira
Sharon O'Malley
Brenda Onesti-Copenharve
Channi Opal
Jane & Donald Oppermann
Lanny & Pete Ori
Lin Otoole
Karen Palomo
Drew Palumbo
Prerna Panchal
Kalpana Panchal
Shalini Parekh
Roopa Parikh
Hina Patel
Dawn Patten
Rebecca Pearson
Tim Pedersen
Chris Pequet
Jillian Perlick
Joannie Petrungaro
Mary Beth Pinda
William Plautz
Noell Poidomani
Presbyterian Church of Barrington
Sondra Raider
Lalitha & Rama Gundlapalli
Madhavi Rao
Diviya Ratan
Mr. & Mrs. Hunter Rich
Louise & Bill Robb
Holly Rocco
Joann & Terry Rogers
Elizabeth Root
Mary & Mike Salach
Divya Sarang
Vicki Saxon
Carolyn & Jack Schaefer
Mary Schlung
Julene Schmeisser
Evans Schoeman
Allison Schultz
Cathy Schulze & Denny Coll
Glenn Scoggins
Linda Scott
Susan Scrivo
Jennifer Segur
Dragana Seizovic
Paresha Shah
Nawaid Shakir
Colleen Shandley
Suman Sharma
Beth Shepherd
Heather & Todd Sholeen
Gail Sidman
Jarmila Singer
Milap Singh
Shabnam Singh
Ritu Singh
Susan Sinha
Janet Smith
Corinne & Bob Smith
Jane Sorensen
Michaline Sowatzke
Suzanne Speichinger
Katherine Spiess
Becky & Eric Spratford
Tom Stanley
Alex Stanziola
Mollie Stark
Cheryl Stathakis
Margaret Steiner
Suzanne & Greg Steliga
Joanne & Doug Stowe
Diana Stubenrauch
Patricia & Joseph Sullivan
Martin Swarbrick
Maria Sweeney
Judy & Jim Tammi
Cheryl Tanaka
$100 - $249 (cont'd)
Shital Tanna, MD
George Tarulis
Texas Instruments Foundation
Elizabeth Thalheimer
Danielle Thome
Paru Thondavidi
Jean Tolle
Jeanette Toms
John Toniolo
Anu Tripathi
Karen Trzaska
Christine Trzaska
Eric Trzaska
Gina & Dave Udchik
Katie Umphred
Scott Unter
Dana Vais
Susannah Van Dam
Kristen VandeLogt
Erin Vondra
Deborah Wagner
Vandana Walia
Jon Wallace
Karen Warner
Nadine Warner
Waverly Care
Rita & Rick Weaver
Kathy & Bob Weidner
Maryann Weir Trust
George Werres
Rosalyn Wesley
Judy West
Bonnie Wick
Helen Wilk
Betty Wilke
Andrea Wirt
Maria Wittkopf
Judith Wojcik
Joan & Dan Wolfgram
Maria Wyatt
Kristine Young
Jeffery Zeitler
Nicole Zielske
Linda Zucco

*Indicates Monthly Giving Donor

Every precaution was made to provide an accurate Accounting of all our wonderful donors. If perhaps We made any errors please let us know and accept Our apologies.